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Abstract—This paper proposes a combination of active
learning and self-training method to reduce the labeling
effort for Chinese Named Entity Recognition (NER). Active
learning and self-training are two different ways to use
unlabeled data. They are complement when choosing
unlabeled data for further training. A new strategy based on
Information Density (ID) for sample selecting in sequential
labeling problem is also proposed, which is suitable for both
active learning and self-training. Conditional Random
Fields (CRFs) is chosen as the underlying model for active
learning and self-training in the proposed approach due to
its promising performance in many sequence labeling tasks.
Experiment results show the effect of the proposed method.
On Sighan bakeoff 2006 MSRA NER corpus, an F1 score of
77.4% is achieved by using only 15,000 training sentences
chosen by the proposed hybrid method.
Index Terms—self-training, active learning, named entity
recognition, information density, condition random fields

I.

INTRODUCTION

Named Entity Recognition ∗(NER), subtask of
information extraction, locates atomic elements from text
and labels them with pre-defined categories such as
person name, locations, organizations etc. Due to its
important roles in many NLP applications, NER have
become the share task of MUC-6, MUC-7, Conll2002 and
Conll2003. Several years endeavor of many researchers
flourish the development of this area. Numerous different
machine learning methods such as Maximum Entropy[14], Hidden Markov Models[5-8], Support Vector
Machines [7, 9] and Conditional Random Fields [10, 11]
have been adopted for NER and achieved high accuracy.
Most of these methods are based on supervised machine
learning. The better predictive ability is achieved based
on large and complex data which try to represent as much
as possibility. However, generally even thousands of
labeled examples can only sparsely cover the parameter
space.[12]. Moreover, in sequence modeling like NER
task, it is more difficult to obtain labeled training data
since hand-labeling individual words and word boundaries
is really complex and need professional annotators.
Therefore, the shortage of annotated training sets is the
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obstacle of supervised learning and limits the further
development, especially for some languages which are not
well know. To reduce the number of labeled training
samples to shorten the training time and to achieve the
requested performance is not a trivial task.
Many new methods are studied to solve the shortage
of labeled data. Active learning (AL) is the method which,
instead of relying on random sampling from the large
training data, actively participates in the optimal choosing
training examples. Using different strategies, active
learning may determine much smaller and most
informative subset from the unlabeled data pool. In
addition, active learning with the help of other techniques
can construct its own training data and achieve satisfied
results.
Manually annotations are somehow expensive. This
situation gives researchers motivation to exploit the
remaining data set which is not labeled by a human. The
semi-supervised learning way is explored to solve the
task. The attractiveness of semi supervised learning for
language tasks is unlabeled data is so plentiful and
considerably cheaper to obtain compared with handlabeling data.
In this paper, we present an alternative active learning
strategy, and combine this method with semi-supervised
learning for the NER task. Without large-scale labeled
data, the proposed method greatly reduces the training
efforts and gets similar even better results as compared to
the conventional supervised learning mode.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Following
the introduction in Section I, Section II presents the
related works briefly. In Section III an introduction of
associated knowledge is given. It includes the general
CRFs framework and the description of active learning
model, followed by our new query strategy based on
information density. The semi-supervised learning is also
presented in this Section. Then in the next Section the
hybrid model of active learning and semi-supervised is
proposed. We describe system procedure of our system in
Section V. We present and analyze our results in the
following Section. Finally, some concluding remarks are
presented in Section VII.
II.

RELATED WORK

The key idea behind active learning is that a machine
learning algorithm can achieve greater accuracy with
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fewer labeled training instances if it is allowed to choose
the data from which is learns. One of the first active
learning scenarios to be investigated is learning with
membership queries [13]. Since that, active learning was
applied to different supervised learning models, such as
support-vector machines [14, 15], conditional random
field[16], as well as Boosting and Bagging [17]. The
active learning method has been studied for many realworld problem domains in machine learning, such as text
classification[15, 18-20] , information extraction[21-23],
word segmentation [24], image classification and
retrieval[25, 26] , video classification and retrieval[27,
28], spoken language understanding[29], automatic
speech Recognition[30], and cancer diagnosis [31].
Semi-supervised learning algorithms is another method
which based on a small amount labeled data, applies a
large number of unlabeled data to reduce the dependency
on labeled training data. Self-training and Co-training are
two commonly used techniques for semi-supervised
learning. Yarowsky [32] applies self-training to word
sense disambiguation. Nigam and Ghani [33] compare
co-training with generative mixture models and EM. Selftraining is used by Riloff et al.[34] to identify subjective
nouns. Rosenberg et al. use self-training for object
detection systems from images [35]. Collins and Singer
[36] , Jones [37] used co-training, co-EM and other
related methods for information extraction from text. We
select self-training as the semi-supervised learning
methods used in our system.
The first mix model of active and semi-supervised
learning was applied to assign class labels to unlabeled
examples and introduced by McCallum and Nigam [38].
They combined the active learning algorithm with EMstyle semi-supervised learning to assign class labels to
those examples that remain unlabeled. This idea was
developed. Muslea et al. [39] introduce a new multi-view
algorithm, Co-EMT, which combines semi-supervised
and active learning for text classification. Exploiting
multiple views for both active and semi-supervised
learning has been shown to be very effective. The
combination of active and semi-supervised learning was
used for automatic speech recognition and have shown
improvements for statistical language modeling [40].
III.

ASSOCIATED KNOWLEDGE

A. Conditional random field
Similar to the Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)[41],
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)[42] are a probabilistic
framework for labeling and segmenting sequential data. A
conditional Random fields is an undirected graphical
model and calculates the conditional probability of output
values based on given input values. To reduce complexity,
strong independence assumption is made between
observation variables when HMMs is used, which impairs
the accuracy of the model. When using CRF, it does not
need to make assumptions on the dependencies among
observation variables, which is different from HMMs.
The CRFs have been applied in many domains to deal
with the structured data. Because of its linear structure,
Linear-chain CRFs is frequently chosen to deal with the
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linear labeling questions. Fig. 1 shows the graphical
representation of liner-chain CRFs.
Yi −1

Yi

Yi +1

X i −1

Xi

X i +1

Figure 1. Graphical representation of liner-chain CRFs

A linear-chain CRFs model is described as following:
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With the observation sequence x = x1 , x2 ,..., xn and
the label sequence y

= y1 , y2 ,..., yn .

In equation (1), yt is the label for position t, state
feature function is concerned

yt with the entire

observation sequence, the transition feature between labels
of position t-1 and t on the observation sequence is also
considered [43]. Each feature f k can be either state

feature function or transition feature function. λ s are the
parameters to weight corresponding features and can be
estimated from training data. Z is a normalization factor.
B. Active learning
Using the supervised learning methods such as CRFs,
HMMs and Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM),
large number of labeled data are required for training
these models. Labeling-required training data is a timeconsuming job, Zhu’s report [44] shows that one minute
of speech takes ten minutes to label at the word level, and
to annotate phonemes can take nearly seven hours, which
is 400 times longer than original speech. Labelingrequired training data is also an expensive task, requires
many trained annotators, in some areas, such as
biomedical information extraction even require PhD-level
biologists to label the data. Reduction of the dependence
on large amount labeled training data relies on great
growth of learning ability. According to the algorithm 1,
active learning is a solution for the problem with scarce
labeled data and rich unlabeled data in supervised
learning.
In active learning, the training procedure begins with a
small number labeled training set. Thereafter, according to
a particular query strategy, the most informative instance
X is selected from unlabeled data pool U, and labeled by
human annotators. Labeled X is added into previous
training set and the training procedure remains continue.
The iteration becomes halt when the stopping criterion is
met. The active data selection is expected to improve the
system accuracy compared with the random data
selection.
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1) Active Learning Scenarios
Based on different active learning settings, there are 3
main types active learning [45]: (i) membership query
synthesis, (ii) stream-based selective sampling, and (iii)
pool-based active learning.
First, generally, the membership query synthesis is
used in regression learning tasks. It requests every
unlabeled instance in the input space to be labeled
without concerning the potential natural distribution and
may cause awkward amount of work for human
annotator. Latter, two scenarios are provided to address
these limitations.
Algorithm 1 Pool-based active learning

θ

θ = train( L)

X ( s ) = arg max x∈U ϕ ( x)
L = L U label ( X s )
U =U − Xs

Generally, the algorithm for query strategy used
frequently is uncertainty sampling, which queries the least
certain instances from the unlabeled data pool. Query-bycommittee is another algorithm, using different committee
members and tactical voting to pick up the subset which is
most disagreed by the committee. The third approach is
expected model change, which prefers the instances
influence the model most effectively.
3) Information Density Strategy
Prior algorithms have their limitations. As depicted in
Fig. 2, the most uncertain instances node is A, so
uncertainty sampling methods will label A, and add it into
the labeled instance set L. However, B is closer to other
unlabeled instances and should have more representative
information than A. Therefore, B should be chosen instead
of A. Information density can take advantage of the
average similarity between the target instance and other
unlabeled instances to abstain the prior wrong sampling.
Moreover, the similarity between the target instance and
labeled instances should be considered. When compared
with C, instance B is close to the labeled node D, which
means B is similar to D and node C has more
informativeness and should be queried instead of B. To
address these issues, we propose a modified information
density query strategy, which is formulated as (2).
β

− sim( x. xL )
⎛1 U
u ⎞
×
Sim
x
x
e
,
(
)
∑
⎟
⎝ U u=1
⎠

φ ID ( x) = φ SE ( x) × ⎜

φ ( x) = −∑ P( yˆ | x;θ ) log P( yˆ | x;θ )
SE

Second, for the stream-based selective sampling,
unlabeled data flows out from the data source sequentially
quite like steam. It can be queried or discarded by the
learner based on individual instance.
Instead of relying on single data instance, the third
pool-based active learning, which is used by more
learners, ranks the entire data and choose the most
valuable subset from the data pool. Pool-based active
learning is extremely suitable for the learning task with
strict memory, processing power requirement and
abundant unlabeled raw data.
The supervised machine learning methods for NER
usually rely on a large amount of labeled sentences. There
are two disadvantages of these methods. First, no matter
which method is chosen, the training procedure is time
consuming. Second, we cannot add new training samples
one by one into the previous labeled data set due to the
problem of large consumption of time. Pool-based active
learning allows the learner to query instances in groups,
which is better suited to parallel labeling environments or
models with slow training procedure. Thus the pool-based
active learning is selected and used in our NER system.
2) Active Learning Query Strategies
Active Learning methods rely on different strategies
for sampling unlabeled instances. There have been many
proposed methods of formulating such query strategies in
the literature. In the following subsection, we discuss
several existing representative learning methods and
propose the strategy, which is used in our system.
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(2)
(3)

yˆ

φ SE is

Sequence entropy

used to evaluate the basic

informativeness of current instance; ŷ ranges over all
possible label sequences with the input sequence x . The
means the node has the larger
larger value of φ
uncertainty and more useful information for the system.
The average distance between current sequence and
unlabeled
pooled
data
is
presented
by
SE

⎛1
⎜
⎝U

β

⎞
∑ u =1 Sim ( x, xu ) ⎟⎠ which is investigated based
U

on Cosine similarity function. The similarity with labeled
data is shown as e

(

− sim x . x L

)

.

Figure 2. Analysis for uncertainty sampling
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The sequence of feature vectors X, is represented by the
matrix as shown in Figure 3. Each token in a sequence is

described by a feature vector ( f1... f J ) ; J is the number of
features. To calculate the similarity, the sequence of
r
feature vectors X is transform into a single vector x as
shown in (4).
T
r ⎡T
⎤
x = ⎢ ∑ f1 ( xt ) ,..., ∑ f J ( xt ) ⎥
t =1
⎣ t =1
⎦

learning in that the learner is given only unlabeled
examples, which is relatively easy to obtain. Nevertheless,
it loses the accuracy. Semi-supervised learning is halfway
between supervised and unsupervised learning and makes
use of both labeled and unlabeled data for training.
Because of the less human effort but higher precision,
semi-supervised is interested in many areas.

(4)

sequence

f1

f2

fJ

token1

x11

x12

x1J

token2

x21

x22

x2 J

tokenT

xT 1

xT 2

xTJ
Figure 4. Active learning procedure

Figure 3. Matrix of sequence feature vectors
T

In (4), the summation

∑ f ( x ) stands for the sum
t =1

of

j

t

f j column across all tokens. However, the value

xij could be nominal value and cannot be simply added
together. The nominal values should be casted into
numeric ones. The new vectors are assigned to the
nominal values. For example, the Part of Speech (PoS)
feature is mapped to the binary value vector. The
dimension of vector maps the number of PoS tags. If the
PoS tag is NN, then the dimension of NN will be assign to
1 and others will be 0.
Fig.4 presents the procedure of active learning
procedure. The kernel part of this procedure is the sample
selection using information density strategy. Similar to
Sequence Entropy algorithm, we are looking for the
instances with most uncertainty. Intuitively, these
samples cannot be labeled correctly but is
informativeness for improving the system. Theoretically
mapping to the graph, these points are distributed around
the decision boundary. Adding such labeled samples
improves the generosity of the trained models more
effectively than random pickup.
C. Semi-supervise Learning
1) Semi-supervise learning…
Supervised learning is a machine learning technique
for learning a model from a huge number of training data.
Generally the supervised learning can provide better
performance since it is rely on the labeled data. However,
the labeled instances are difficult and expensive to collect.
Unsupervised learning is distinguished from supervised
© 2010 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

2) Self-training
Self-training is one of semi-supervised learning
methods and has been widely used in NLP research. In
self-training, first, a small amount of labeled data is used,
like the supervised method, and an underlying classifier is
obtained. Then the classifier is used to label the unlabeled
data. According to the confident score, the unlabeled
instances which have higher credibility than the threshold
are added into the training set. The earlier classifier is
retrained and this procedure is repeated until the stop
criterion is met. There is no perfect selection. The
choosing threshold is about tradeoffs. The higher
threshold means less useful informative data, while lower
value of threshold means noisy. The self-training
procedure is described as Fig. 5.
Initial
labeled
data

train

model

data with
high
confident
label

test

Unlabeled
data pool

Figure 5. The procedure of self learning

IV.

HYBRID OF ACTIVE LEARNING AND
SEMISUPERVISED LEARNING

Both Semi-supervised learning and active learning
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reduce the annotation effort by learning from small
annotated data. In active learning, the group of unlabeled
data with lowest confident scores is believed to have
more information for the underlying model to learn and
these data will be chosen and join into the later retraining.
How to exploit the remaining set of data with higher
confident score. Semi-supervised learning is the answer.
In semi-supervised learning, the higher confident scores
means the credibility and these data are used for later
procedure. Semi-supervised learning only chooses the
data which are classified with confidence scores higher
than some threshold. This action is the opposite to the
active learning. The complement selection is achieved
jointly by active learning and semi-supervised learning.
For the existing semi-supervised approaches, since the
initial human labeled data is limited, the poor training
could cause the early mistake and these mistakes
reinforce themselves. Combining active learning with
semi-supervised learning may be a solution to this
problem.
The algorithm 2 describes the combination of active
learning presented in Section 4 and self-training
presented in Section 5. In the hybrid learning method, the
training set is initialized by labeled data set L. The
classifier is trained using the training set T. Instead of fix
numbered, the training set is dynamic increasing by
adding the human-labeled data and machine-labeled data.
The generated model joins into the next round
classification until the stopping criterion is met. The
human-labeled data is selected based on active learning
method and the self-training generates the machinelabeled data.
After each round classification, the labeled data is
selected to be relabeled by human annotator or added into
the training set directly based on the threshold. Note that
in this algorithm, the mixture of human-labeled data and
machine-labeled data are added into the training set and
join the retraining from the first round. A simplified
flowchart is depicted in Fig. 6.
V.

Algorithm 2 the combination of active learning and semi-supervised
learning
Input: human-labeled data set L, Unlabeled data set U
Initialize the training set T = L
While not meet the stopping criteria
//training a model using training set T
θ = train(T )
//determining the most informativeness subset based on
the strategy formula φ(x) from the unlabeled data set. S
is the fetch size
X ( S ) = arg max x∈U ϕ ( x)

//determining the most confidently labeled subset based
on the strategy formula φ(y) from the unlabeled data
set. N is the fetch size
Y( N ) = arg min y∈U ϕ ( y )

// Add selected subset into training set T
T = T U human − labeled ( X S ) U machine − labeled (YN )
U = U − X S − YN

Output: model

θ

Yes
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

A. System Procedure
CRFs model is chosen as the learner in the proposed
combining framework. The whole procedure is shown in
the Fig. 6. In the beginning, a certain amount of sentences
are randomly abstracted and labeled as initial training set
for the CRF model. To increase the training set, new
samples are picked up from the unlabeled data set based
on information density strategy. The data with less
information density is labeled by annotators and added
into the training set. The machine-labeled data with top
information density are also been input into the training
set. The mixture of those data joins the retrain processing.
The selecting and labeling procedures are iterated until
stopping criterion is met.
B. Features
The feature used in our CRFs model includes two
types: context features and dictionary features.
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Figure 6. The combination of active learning and semi-supervised
learning

Context features include the characters prior and after
the target character. The window size is 9.
In order to make use of human knowledge in NER task,
dictionary features were involved in our system. 9
difference dictionary and gazetteer are considered as
shown in Table I. The Table II shows the details of
dictionary features.
The first column in Table II presents the character
combinations. C0 indicates the target character; C with
subscript represents the nearby characters, negative value
means the character is before the target character, positive
value means that it is after the target character. The value
of the subscript number shows relative position compared
with current character. The C0C1 denotes the combination
of the current character and it’s immediate subsequence.
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TABLE I.
Dictionary
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DICTIONARY DESCRIPTIONS
Dictionary Name

Chinese Surname Dictionary
General Chinese Name Characters Dictionary
Transliteration Characters Dictionary
Location Name Dictionary
Location Suffix Dictionary
Organization Suffix Dictionary
Single Character List
Title List
Chinese Name List

TABLE II.

Checked Dictionary Numbers
1，2，3，4，5，6，7
8，4，5，6，9
4，6，8，9
4，5，6，8
4，5，6，8
9
9
9
9
9
9

For example, given a character sequence “在中国致公
党 第 十 一 次 全 国 代 表 大 会 隆 重 召 开 之 际 / on the
moment of holding the eleventh National Party Congress
for China Zhi Gong Dang”, when considering the current
character C0 denotes “党”, C-4 denotes “中” C-3 denotes “
国”, C-2 denotes “致”, C-1 denotes “公”. When preparing
data, we match the training and testing data first by the
dictionaries, and then get features from the matched data.
According the feature template shown in the prior table,
the sequence C-4C-3C-2C-1C0 “ 中 国 致 公 党 ”shall be
checked and this character sequence will be found out as
a word listed in the dictionary 6. And this is only one
feature about this sequence. Huge amount features are
extracted during the training processing and finally the
model is generated. During the procedure of decoding, the
most possible tag for a particular sequence is found out.
VI.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Sets
The training corpus used in our experiment is Sighan
bakeoff 2006 MSRA corpus 1 . The detail of corpus is
shown in Table III. Table IV presents the entity
distribution in the training and test data.
TABLE III.

1

B. Active Learning Experiment
Before combining with the semi-supervised learning
method, the active learning is used separately. The size of
initial training set L is chosen as 100. For each training
round, the top 100 most informative samples are picked
up, labeled by annotators and added into the training set.
The result for the process before 50 iterations is shown in
Fig. X. Comparing it with random picking up, we can see
that it is obvious that the active learning algorithm
enhance the system effectively, especially when the data
size is small. In our system, the higher growth rate is
achieved before 20 iterations, which only included 2,000
labeled sentences.

DICTIONARY FEATURE TEMPLATE

Character Combination
C0
C-1C0
C-2C-1C0
C-3C-2C-1C0
C-4C-3C-2C-1C0
C0 C1
C0 C1 C2
C0C1C2C3
C-1C0C1
C-2C-1C0C1
C-1C0C1C2

Data Set
Training set
Test set
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DATA DESCRIPTIONS

# of sentences
136,621
11,504

http://www.sighan.org/bakeoff2006/
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# of character
2,170,848
172,602

Figure 7. Experimental Result based on Active Learning Strategy

C. Experiment settings
In our experiment setting, to ensure the training quality
of semi-supervised learning, the initial training set L is
5000. The iteration procedure is stopped until the
improvement of performance tends to stabilize. The
iteration count is set to 70. In order to calculate the
proposed modified information density, the 20-best
labeled results for each sentence were output by the CRFs
model. In each iteration, the top 100 and bottom 50
samples according to the modified information density
score were picked up from the unlabeled pool. The top
100 samples are considered as the most informative
samples which embedding the knowledge that current
model haven't known yet. They will be labeled by
annotators and added into the training set. The bottom 50
samples are the most confidently labeled samples which
could be used to reinforce the knowledge current model
already got. They will be put into the training set with the
labels given by the model. The performance for the whole
process is shown in Fig. 7. We can observe from Fig. 7
that the combined method clearly enhances the system
effectively, especially when the data size is small.
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TABLE IV.
Data Set

Training
set
Test set

ENTITY DISTRIBUTION IN TRAINING DATA AND TEST
DATA

# of
person
name
17,615

# of
location
name
36,860

# of
organization
name
20,581

75,056

1,973

2,886

1,333

6,190

total

with labeled samples set were considered in the proposed
criteria. The new strategy we proposed makes the data
with representative information have much higher
selection opportunity and improve the system learning
ability effectively.
The hybrid algorithm combining with conditional
random field lessens the dependence on huge labeled
training data, which is time consuming and expensive. In
our system, only one tens labeled sentences are selected to
achieve the similar performance got by general CRF with
total labeled training samples.
In this work, fix amount training samples are added for
each iteration, we will find how to use the unlabeled data
chose by self training in a more intelligent way in future
work, such as increasing the added samples with the
increasement of performance. Also, we will try more
underlying basic classifiers to improve the time efficiency
of the proposed combing framework.
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